Official Introduction and Housekeeping

Opening Presentation: Jacqui Kelleher, State Director of Special Education, Student Support Services Division, Agency of Education

Teaming In Action: Highlights from Summer Matters and VR Summer Career Exploration Program
  - Comments from Holly Morehouse, Vermont Afterschool, Inc.
  - Employer Presentations from Summer Career Exploration Program
  - Comments from DAIL Commissioner Monica White

Introduction of activity: 4 Cornerstones of Effective Teaming

Wellness Moment

BREEK

Teaming Cornerstones in Action: Success Story

District Core Team Breakouts

Wellness Moment

LUNCH
12:30 to 1:30  WORKSHOPS
  • Motivational Interviewing – Engagement/Evocation with Youth
  • Transition Assessment Planning
  • Youth Voice! Hear the Inspiring Stories from Young Adults with Disabilities who Turned Their Dreams into Reality
  • Everybody’s Ready for Something: ‘Earn & Learn’ Opportunities for Vermont Youth
  • COVID’s Impact on the Labor Market
  • Job Development 101
  • Adapting and Applying the Multicultural and Social Justice Counseling Competency (MSJCC) Framework for Transition Professionals

1:30 to 1:45  T-shirt giveaway

1:45 to 2:00  Wellness Moment/CLOSING